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Fingerprint Bluetooth U-lock

Quick start guide

Please read the instructions carefully before use for

quick use.The appearance color of the product is

subject to the actual product!





一、Please change your Bluetooth password when

You use it for the first time.

1.Scan code download fingerprint Bluetooth APP--E Lock

2.Open the APP, follow the prompts, and operate for the

first time. Touch the fingerprint on the lock with your

finger before connecting to activate the Bluetooth of

the lock. Select your own lock in the list of Bluetooth

that appears.



3.Select the U-lock in the list



4.Follow the prompts, the default password: 123456



5.Click the lock icon on the main interface as the

switch lock.



6. Bluetooth passwords cannot be the same.

7. Fingerprint username, a letter or an 8-digit

number.

8. Click on the open log to see the unlock record;

9. Click More to change the factory default password

immediately.

三、Remote share password unlock

1.The other party's mobile phone must also have an E

Lock unlocking app.

2. Click the dynamic password, the dynamic password can

be sent to the other party remotely, the other party

connects to the Bluetooth lock, enter the dynamic

password, you can unlock.

3.Temporary password is valid for fifteen minutes



四、Fingerprint entry

●.In the factory state, any finger can be unlocked.

●.The first fingerprint entered is the administrator

● .After setting the administrator's fingerprint,

only the fingerprint has been entered to unlock it.

●.After entering the administrator's fingerprint,

you need to unlock the administrator's fingerprint

before you can enter a new fingerprint.

●.Up to 9 sets of fingerprints can be added





五、Enter user fingerprint





六、Delete all fingerprints

●.In any mode, press and hold the fingerprint for about

6 seconds, the blue light will be released after 2 times,

and the red light will be on. At this time, the

administrator will press the fingerprint. If the

fingerprint recognition is normal, the blue light will

be on, and the buzzer will beep once. All fingerprints

are deleted.

七、Low voltage alarm

●.When the touch fingerprint sensor is unlocked, if
the blue and red light flashes, the fingerprint lock
is in a low battery state. Need to be charged
immediately.

八、Charging

●.The red light is on during charging and the backlight

is off when full.


